
Off Bench Matters 
What happens OFF the bench directly impacts what happens ON the Bench. As 
teachers, it’s our job to introduce and explain concepts but, getting students to master 
them can be tricky. Studies show that things stick when teachers use engaging tools 
and concrete experiences wrapped up in fun. Add a long and colorful list of off-bench 
activities and strategies to your toolbox that reinforce what you teach. This leads to 
learning which leads to progress, which leads to 
motivation, which means your students will stay on the 
bench for a lifetime.


Dancing the “Minuet” is the perfect activity to wrap up your 
Baroque studio unit or local festival. Learn more about how 
Go Baroque with your students and fellow teachers here: 
https://www.leilaviss.com/store-home/go-baroque?
rq=baroque


The following steps were demonstrated to me by Dr. Jeremy Dittus, Diplôme Supérieur 
Director, The Dalcroze™ School of the Rockies Program Director, The Dalcroze™ 
Academy at Metropolitan State University of Denver. Learn more about Dr. Dittus and 
his dynamic work here: https://www.dalcrozeschooloftherockies.com/dr-jeremy-dittus


Dance the Minuet 
~ Form two concentric circles with the inside circle facing the outside circle and pair up 
with another dancer across from you.

~ Divide the dance into four steps and ask dancers to say the names of each move as 
they learn them.

~ When all moves are combined and mastered, add music.

~ Challenge: When the outside circle “Takes a Little Walk” to the right the inside circle 
walks to the left. Dancers will pair up with another dancer two dancers away!


Watch the instruction video here: https://youtu.be/_urZ_m2Pia8 

find more innovative resources at leilaviss.com

Step One Step Two Step Three Step Four

Outside Bow 
Measure 1

Take a Little Stroll 
Measure 3

Right Hand Up 
Measure 5

Take a Little Walk 
Measure 7

Inside Bow 
Measure 2

Say Hello 
Measure 4

Left Hand Up 
Measure 6

Say Good-Bye 
Measure 8
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